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In the course of attempting a unification of various spectral sequences 
current in algebraic topology through the basic notion of a connected sequence 
of functors applied to a factorization of morphisms within a category 
(see [,?, 7]), the authors were led naturally to re-examine the foundations of 
the theory of exact couples and their associated spectral sequences in an 
arbitrary abelian category. This paper thus arose out of the attempt to 
simplify and systematize the development by utilizing only certain basic 
constructions which can be carried out in an abelian category and by taking 
full advantage of the duality principle which constitutes (in the authors’ view) 
the prime justification for imposing such generality on the reader. 
There exists already in the literature a treatment of exact couples in an 
abelian category [4]. There, however, the motivation is somewhat different, 
since the emphasis is very much on the exact couple associated with a filtered 
differential object and with questions of the convergence of the spectral 
sequence to the desired object. Criteria arc given in terms of a bigrading on 
the objects and morphisms and the very important notion of completion 
(and completeness) of an object with respect to a given filtration. For many 
of the results, additional Grothendieck axioms are imposed on the 
category, [5]. 
In the present work, the exact couple is taken as the basic notion and the 
derivation of the spectral sequence is achieved by a systematic use of the 
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dual notions of pull-back (= intersection = fiber product) and push-out 
(= union = fiber coproduct). In particular, the objects and morphisms are 
not assumed graded at this stage; it is claimed that, by avoiding gradation, 
an advantage in simplicity of concept is achieved which transcends even the 
formidable benefit of pruning the notation of its habitual encumbrances 
(e.g., d:s” : EF,‘+ E,P”,q-‘+I). T o achieve the passage to the limit E, it has 
to be assumed that the category has countable direct sums and products 
(Axioms IO and PO in the terminology of [4]), but no further axioms are 
imposed on the category at any stage of the treatment. This economy is, 
in part, effected by relating the E, term to certain objects U, I canonically 
associated with the endomorphism-component of the exact couple. One then 
shows, in specific cases, that these objects give what is wanted without 
having to invoke any special axioms on the category. Thus, though there is 
some overlap with [4], the results are, in general, of a quite different nature; 
and nothing in this paper renders the principal results of [4] obsolete. 
Let us be more explicit about the objects U, 1 mentioned above. Given 
an exact couple [13] 
DAD 
v\ Js 
E 
in an abelian category ‘11, we may pass to the nth derived couple 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
here we obtain D, by splitting the nth iterate CY~ : D + D as 
D&D, ‘, - D, T,~ epic, V~ manic, vn~n = a”, (1.3) 
and CX, is induced by 01. Now an exact couple may always be replaced by a short 
exact sequence; thus (1.2) is equivalent to 
B 
0 --+ coker CX, 
Y** 
“t En --+ ker CL, --+ 0 (1.4) 
[see (3.7)]. We may now pass to the limit, letting n--t co, when (1.4) 
converges to 
04 coker 01’ A+ E, -% ker a!O -+ 0. (1.5) 
Here N’ : 0’ + U is the direct limit of the morphisms ollz , and a” : I + I is 
the inverse limit of the morphisms a, . Then (1 S) is no longer obtained from 
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an exact couple which, as it were, disintegrates at infinity, leaving behind the 
short exact sequence (1.5). In practice one hopes to find that one of coker CY’. 
ker CX” is zero (it is in establishing such a special property that the gradation is 
likely to prove very important), so that I:‘, is isomorphic to the other; and 
the latter is, in its turn, closely related to the (direct or inverse) limit of the 
endomorphisms 01~. We claim, indeed, that (I .5) contains in essence the 
simplest explanation of the fact that E, is always related to an associated graded 
object rather than the real object of interest. For 1.: (or I) is related to the limit 
of 0111, but to tie up ti with 17, we must pass to the cokcrnel of the endo- 
morphism u_’ : C/ -+ 1,: which is related to the associated graded object. 
The plan of the sections is as follows. In Section 2 we detail the basic 
properties of the morphisms of an abclian category with particular reference 
to unions and intersections (push-outs and pull-backs). Here the principal 
result for us is Theorem 2. I9 which says that, given a diagram 
with (r epic, p manic, and U, p factors of r/3, then, in a certain sense, the process 
of pulling back p commutes with that of pushing out G. In Section 3 we 
specialize to the situation of an exact couple and obtain derived couples and 
the associated spectra1 sequence as immediate consequences of the general 
results of the previous section. We point out that, in this treatment, passage to 
the derived couple involves no ad hoc definitions but is effected by completely 
canonical procedures; moreover, there is no difference in principle between 
passing to the first or the nth derived couple, the relation of the terms of the 
nth derived couple (and so, in particular, of the nth term of the spectral 
sequence, En) to the original couple being immediately evident. FVe present 
the sequence of derived couples in a single diagram (3.8) which exhibits the 
process of derivation. LfT!e also introduce new functors Em,, of exact couples, 
such that l$,,,, = I$, , and show that they depend only on the spectral 
sequence. In Section 4 we impose the axiom of the existence of countable 
direct sums and products and hence introduce the limit objects iJ and I and 
relate them to A’= as in (1.5). E, itself is defined by means of a diagram like 
(1.6) with C = D and 0, I replacing D, , C, ; however we show that B, 
is a double limit, 
fi, = lim lim Em,, = lim lim &,,; 
-72- -+---A n m 
(1.7) 
see (4.4), (4.5). In fact the commutativity of the limiting operations is here 
a consequence of the self-duality of E, ; but it could be proved independently 
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by using the notion of a UI ( union-intersection) square (see [6]). [n the 
light of (I .7) it follows immediately that E, depends only on the spectral 
sequence and not on the exact couple. Throughout Sections 2, 3, 4 we 
endeavour to help the reader less familiar with abelian categories by 
exemplifying the principal concepts and results in the category of abelian 
groups. 
In Section 5 we discuss the direct and inverse limits of a sequence of 
morphisms 
. . ---f x,-, + _ cn Y P-...,-05<p-<m, 
with special reference to the endomorphism a: : D - D. For the direct limit 
we will have an object D(W) and morphisms Oz, : D--f D(m) with oZ,,01 == &11-1 , 
and satisfying a certain universal mapping property. The morphisms oi, 
enable one to define a graded object ‘YD(co), which, however, has isomorphic 
copies of the same object in each grade. On the other hand, given morphisms 
01, : D --f F with O,a: = ODbl we define a graded object YF whsoe degree- 
components arc, in general, unrelated to each other, together with an 
epimorphism %D(co) - YF of graded objects. We relate coker CL’ to YD(co) 
and hence establish the link between E, and 9D(o3) (and YF). We point 
out that in the category of abelian groups gU(co) in fact contains an isomorph 
of coker 01’ in each grade, but this is not true for an arbitrary category, the 
counter-example being deferred to the next section. In Section 6 we 
discuss the bigraded case which we can subsume under the preceding 
general theory by the device of considering indexed families of objects and 
morphisms. This procedure is preferable to that of considering a graded 
object as a direct sum (or product) as we do not wish gratuitously to involve 
ourselves in adopting the axiom that a direct sum of monomorphisms is a 
monomorphism, nor do we wish to bias the discussion by choosing between 
sums and products. This section is, however, essentially classical in that we 
restate conditions for the$vzite convergence of the spectral sequence [see (6.12) 
and Theorem 6.13)]. \\:e also introduce notions of positi\-e (negative) 
stationarity and positive (negative) grading and discuss their relation to 
convergence questions. 
Section 7 contains a discussion of what we call a Rees system. This is an 
interrelated system consisting of two exact couples and an exact triangle 
which appears to arise frequently in the applications of the theory of spectral 
sequences to algebraic topology. Such a system was first communicated to 
one of the authors (I’. J.H.) by D. R ees who had discovered it in a purely 
algebraic context. We give a possible source of such a Rees system (7.7) by 
way of motivation, but we wish to point out that, in fact, we will find such 
systems always arising in the sequel [2] when WC come to consider the 
connected sequence of functors applied to a factorization. In a Rees system 
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the spectral sequences of the two exact couples always coincide (Theo- 
rem 7.10); we should remark that Eilenberg-hloore had already noted in [q 
that a filtered differential object gives rise to two exact couples with coincident 
spectral sequences. The passage to the derived system of a Rees system and 
to the limit system arc effected in this section by the canonical procedures 
established in the previous sections. Convergence criteria are discussed. 
The last section contains two applications, first to a filtered graded differential 
object and second to the Bockstein spectral sequence (see, c.g., [I]). The 
first application enables us to relate the tlreory of graded couples given in 
Section 6 with the theory of Rees systems in Section 7. 
A preliminary account of this work was given at the International Topology 
Conference held in the University of Manchester in April, 1964. B. Eckmann 
and P.J. Huber developed much of the material of section 6 (together with 
certain other notions presented here), in the more restricted setting of a 
category of modules, in an earlier study of the functors 17,,(A, ), fl,( , B) [3]. 
TVc adopt throughout the terminology ‘manic,’ ‘epic,’ and the associated 
notation of MacLane’s Homology [/2]. The basic terminology of abelian 
categories may be found in [/2] or [Ih]; the latter, in particular, contains a 
brief section giving th e elementary properties of push-outs and pull-backs. 
1Vc do not adopt the terminology ‘Cartesian square cocartesian square’ for 
‘pull-back, push-out’ because we heard of it too late. iVe use the abbreviations 
‘ker, coker’ only when the kernel-object, cokernel-o@ect are to be understood. 
? UNIONS AND INTERSECTIONS IS .ZN AHELIAK CATEG~RV L. 
Let ‘!1 be an abelian category. We will adopt the following notations for 
morphisms in ‘II (see [8, 121; actually in [8] morphisms are written ‘on the 
right’ and N i/ /3 is used for mutual annihilators): 
ty--+ indicates that CY is manic; -+ indicates that :X is epic; 
r-- l + indicates that ti is an equivalence (manic and epic). 
Let a’, /3 be morphisms such that @ is defined. Then 
a i P indicates exactness, 
,Y [ ,ti indicates that 01 has p as kernel (i.e., LX ( /?I and /3 manic), 
a] p indicates that 01 is the cokernel of /3 (i.e., u i p and 01 epic), 
Y [] p indicates that 01, pare mutual annihilators (i.e., a: [p and a] /3). 
Every morphism 01 splits as (Y = P,E, , with ,u~ manic, E, epic. Given the 
diagram 
.“-,. 
d i* 
.T’ 
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with #az = &, we may split a: and p and find a unique morphism 9 such that 
the diagram 
.-t ~~ F* oi -EL i* 
‘----ff . t-j. 
v ‘B 
commutes (see, for example, [S]). W e say that 6 splits a: and p between qr and 4. 
We next list two important elementary facts about exactness. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) If p is manic then 01 1 /3 u pot 1 /3. 
(ii) If 011 /I and p01 1 ,tl then p is manic. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If 01 / p/3 and p is manic then 01p 1 /3. 
Now consider the diagram 
Y 
1 
* 
XLZ 
(2.3) 
We may form the intersection or p&back of (2.3); that is, we derive from 
(2.3) the commutative diagram 
w”L, y 
‘Vi p P.3) 
.x-7+ % 
with the usual universal mapping property. We call (2.4) an Z-square and write 
(V’? #‘I = I(w 4); (2.5) 
thus I(?, #) is determined up to canonical equivalence. We record that there 
is an exact sequence, 
() -- w NJ’,-@1 t x ~ y <%G), z, 
0.6) 
which provides a construction of the pull-back. We now list some important 
properties of (2.4). (Obviously, v and $ play symmetric roles in (2.4), so 
each property has a ‘mirror-image.‘) 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If #‘[p’, then #[rp’p’. In particular, y5 manic o fmonic. 
~‘ROPoSI1.ION 2.8. (i) rf ( [ 4, then [p) [ y!~‘. (ii) conoevsely, $ there 
exists t with [ [ Z/J, &G [ $‘, tlrerz there exists y’ such that (p’, 4’) -= I(p, c’,). 
Of course 9)’ is uniquely determined since $ is manic, so this proposition 
yields a construction of the I-square if #J is manic. 
PKOPOSITION 2.9. If cp ~= $19 and ii, is monir, then (9, I) = I(q, 1,5), 
(ii) Conoerse&, suppose (p;‘, II,‘) : I(?, II,) and (F”, 4’4,‘) L I(p, &!JJ. Then 
(q~“, #l’) =-- I(rp’, &), provided y‘ OY 4 is manic. 
iVe lvill give the proof of the converse when q~ is manic. Let c [ cp. By 
Proposition 2.8(i), .$,b [ cp’ and &!JQ!J, [F”. Thus by Proposition 2.8(ii), 
(63 %I’) = w, 94). 
PROPOSITION 2.11. If, in (2.4), t,b is epic, then 4’ is epic. 
Proof. IVe argue from (2.6). Since $J is epic, q+ c’,’ is epic. Thus 
9, c’,~ [] i%‘> ~(f’; 
Now suppose T~I,!J’ = 0. Then 71, 0 \{J,‘, --q’] =m 0 so _ 7, 0 mu= B,,y, #, or 
77 .:= i?q, 0 = IS/J. But, again, y5 is epic, so rY = 0, and finally 7 = 0. Thus 
I/J’ is epic. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. In (2.4), let $3 split 4’ and 4 between ye’ and Q. Then 
Proof. Let (‘pO , 8,) = I(qq CL,,,) and (91 t 17~) = I((o, , Q,). Then, by 
Proposition 2.10(i), 
(93 Y ‘~,J~l) = I(% %). 
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Thus, by the essential uniqueness of the intersection, we may suppose 
qJl :z y’, S,8, = I/J’. But 9, is manic by Proposition 2.7 and 9, is epic by 
Proposition 2.1 1. Thus IY,, = pG’ , 8, = E,~’ , so 9” = +? and the proposition is 
proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.13 If in (2.4) 6 / #, Zhen 69, / #‘. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.12 and the dual of Proposition 2.1(i) 
that wc may assume I+!J, 4’ manic. Then however we are merely restating 
Proposition 2.8(i). 
It is interesting to note that Proposition 2.13 generalizes Proposition 2.11 
but has been proved by assuming 4, #I’ monir. 
PROPOSITIOS 2.14. ln (2.4) the induced morphism 
is manic. 
yc : coker I/J’ + coker C,!J 
Proof. Let 5 ] 4, 5’ ] $I’, so that CP,~ = &. Then [’ ] fl and, by 
Proposition 2.13, pet’ / 4’; thus by Proposition 2.l(ii), yC is manic. 
We do not describe explicitly the dual case of unions (or push-outs); 
reference to a property of unions will bc made by attaching the index d to 
the corresponding property of intersections. We use the notation U(v, z,!J) 
for the union of v and 4 and also refer to a C-square. There is, however, one 
very important fact linking intersections and unions which follows imme- 
diately from (2.6) and duality: 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Suppose, in (2.4), that ;y, $) is epic. Then, if 
(U'Y 4') = I(73 41, 
(93 +I = Q'> 4'). 
In particular, the conclusion holds if q~ (OY 4) is epic. 
\Ve remark that, in any case, 1 = ItiI, C,- = UIC-. 
We will also need the following property linking intersections and unions. 
PROPOSITIOX 2.16. Consider the diagram 
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where 
(i) (ma’, 0”) = q/3/3’, CT’); 
(ii) (/3, 0) = I(cx, u”); 
(iii) 5’ is epic. 
Then 
(a’, u) = q/3’, 0’). 
Proof; Let u’ [] 7. Then, by Proposition 2.8d, we have to show that 
U] ,&7. Now from (i) and Proposition 2.7d we know that a” is epic and then 
from (ii) and Proposition 2.11 we know that o is epic. Thus it remains to 
show that 0 ! j3’7. 
Again, by Proposition 2.8d, cr” j /3/3’~. Thus if @‘T splits as PC, then 
U” [p and, by Proposition 2.7 and (ii), u [ ,u’ where &’ = p. 
The proof is complete when we have shown that p’-r = P’C. Now 
/$?I’7 = PC = PP’E, and u/~‘T = X’U’T =~- 0, upcLIc :- 0. Thus the proposition is 
proved by invoking (ii). 
Notice that, in fact, the right-hand square is also a U-square by 
Proposition 2.15, since urr is epic. However, our proof makes essential use 
of the fact that it is an I-square. 
We now turn to a situation which generalizes certain aspects of an exact 
couple. We consider the diagram 
We say that p(u) is admissible for (/3, y) if it is a factor of $I; we will always 
suppose, in referring to (2.17) that p and u are admissible. We may then 
form from (2.17) the diagram 
0’1 
D 5 E, L c, 
I 10, p 
DLEY\C, (Y', P') = 4YT P)b 
moreover, /3’ is uniquely determined since p’j3’ = /3. Further we remark that 
u is admissible for (/3’, y’); for ~$3 kills the kernel of u and so therefore does 
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r’/3’, since p is manic. Th us we may further enlarge (2.17) to the diagram 
However, it is clear from considerations of duality that we may reverse 
the two processes and construct from (2.17) the diagram 
Obviously, & = y& ; we prove the basic theorem that the two processes 
(2.18) (2.18)d are essentially equivalent in the following sense. 
THEOREM 2.19. There exists a unique equivalence w : I?, --f E, such that 
0) 44 = Pl 
(ii) Yl = YP. 
(iii) p”w0’ = o”p’, 
Proof. Equation (iii) determines w uniquely, since 0’ is epic and p” 
manic. Thus it remains to prove the existence of w. 
We first infer a morphism K : E, - E” with KO’ = onpI, I@, = /3”. Since 
(& , u’) = U@‘, U) it is sufficient to observe that p”o = u”/3 = a”p’j3’. 
We next prove the crucial fact that K is manic. Let (T [] 7. Then by 
Proposition 2.8d, u’ ] ,FT and o”] ,&. Thus u” ] p’a‘+r whence, by 
Proposition 2.2, a”p’ / /3’3- or ~0‘ / 15’~. Since also u’ ] P’T, Proposition 2.1 (ii) 
implies that K is manic. 
By duality, there exists an epic I? : ED --+ B, with P”K = a”p’ and ‘yr~ = y’. 
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Thus we have the diagram 
If’ ‘1 
“7 “II ,,, 4Y 
b,‘, -- ~- .---_ .f p ’ , 
‘\ ,q - * c x ,,’ @, 
17 ‘1 
which yields two splits of u”p’. Them is therefore an equiv-alence w : E, 2 17, 
with 
cm = K, p”W = K, 
whence a”p’ =- KUJ -= p”Clm’. 
It remains only to establish (i) and (ii). Now p”wpi =- K& = /3” = p”fii , 
so oJpl =: p1 ; and (ii) follows immediately to complete the proof of the 
theorem. 
~OR01.1..4RB 2.20. kt’e may replace (2.18),* by 
(P”, 0”) 
(73 ,P”) 
CFp’. 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
We novv reinterpret Theorem 2.19 in the following way. In (2.18) the 
pair (@‘, y’) is determined (up to equivalence) by the pair (/3, y) and the 
manic factor p of r/3. Let us then write 
similarly, 
(B’, Y’) = flp(P> Y)i 
and Theorem 2.19 asserts the commutation law 
(2.23) 
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Jt’ith this notation, Propositions 2. IO and 2.10d assert effectively 
“4, I, f, = llPPl ) H”1 ‘I II” = lI”1”. (2.24) 
In the light of (2.23) we may write HP” for II” : HP and then (2.24) may he 
combined into the single relation 
HP”: 3 11; = H;;; (2.25) 
I\‘e will sometimes find it convenient to write E, = H,“(E); we may also 
write II for H,” if no confusion is to bc feared. We now establish some basic 
prop&es of 11; the notation is that of (2.18). 
PROPOSITION 2.26. If p is a factor ?f y and u is a factor sf /3, then I?, mm E, 
PP -= P, PYl = Y. 
Prooj’. Apply Propositions 2.9, 2.9d. 
hK~POSITIOx 2.27. (i) rf,L? 1 p”, then,& 1 up”. 
(ii) If 0 / y, then Op ( y1 . 
Proof. Apply Propositions 2.12d, 2.13. For, by Proposition 2.13, if G 1 y 
then 6p y’, or OP 1 yr~‘. Then 6p 1 yr by Proposition 2.I(i)d. 
PROPOSITiON 2.28. y1 ( p1 if and only ify / /3. 
Proof. By the duality principle it plainly suffices to prove that 
y’ 1 /3’ -2 y 1 p. Now y ; p * y / p’p’ + 3/p’ / p’ (Proposition 2.2) * ~1” 1 /3’ s 
y’ / /Y [Proposition 2.1(i)]. To prove the converse, observe first that, since 
p’ is manic, there is no real loss of generality in supposing F, ,R’ manic. 
Thus y’ [ /!I’, whence, by Proposition 2.7, y [ p’,B’ or y 1 /3, and the proposition 
is Fx-ovd. 
COROLLARY 2.29. If G 1 y 1 /3 1 p”, then Gp / / j3, 1 up, y1 and there i.s a short 
exact sequence 
0 4 coker up” - p* H(E)% ker & -- - 0, (2.30) 
Lye close this section by interpreting our last results in the category of 
abelian groups. Let r, A be subgroups of C, D and set C, x r, D, := D/A, 
p the injection, (T the projection in (2.17). The admissibility of p, <Y asserts 
that ,flII C I’, $0 = 0. Then 
Ep = y--ll-, E” = E/PA, E, m= H(E) = ,-‘r//IA. (2.3 1) 
Proposition 2.27 asserts that the sequence 
ker ,I3 ----, D/A -* y-‘r//30 ---+ T---f coker 7 (2.32) 
is exact at D/A and r; and Proposition 2.28 asserts that it is exact at y-‘T,ijiA 
if and only if y 1 p. Finally Corollary 2.29 yields the sequence 
0 --+ D/A -! ker /3 % ylr:,GA -2--b I’ A Im y -+ 0, (2.33) 
where /3, is manic, induced by ,LI; y.+ is epic, induced by y; and (2.33) is exact 
if and only if y / ,#. 
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bc an exact couple in ‘u, i.e., 01 I y j /3 1 01 and let 01 split as 
a = po, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
so that p -= pa , o = E, , /3 [ p, and D] y. Write 
D -%+ D, +e, D. (3.3) 
Setting C .= L), C, := ]j, , p = p, 6 := 0, we obtain immediately from 
Corollary 2.29 the 
‘I’HEoREM 3.4. If LY i y 1 ,B i oi is an exact couple, so is u, ; y1 1 PI I q where 
10. splifs us pa, oil _ op, and (PI , yl) F= IIOu(p, y). 
The couple oil 1 yr 1 ,L$ 1 aI is called the derived couple of a 1 y ~ /3 ! a. Ifyc may- 
plainly iterate the process of derivation. Precisely we define 01,~ , p,) , CT?, 
inductively by xc, = 01, pO = p, (T(, -= (T, yli -= onPIp,,-r , and a?, splits as 
p,,o,l Then 
% I Yn ! Pn I %I Y (3.5) 
where 
(3.6) 
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We mav rewrite (3.5) in the form of a short exact sequence 
Pn* 
0 -----f coker 01, + I$,, 
% 
- ker (Y, + 0 (3.7) 
(see Corollary 2.29) where pn, = pP, , 7/“* = crm. 
WC present the sequence of derived couples m the following diagram 
Q7 
on-1 $ 
! P,, 
J 
Pn -- E,, -L D, 
i p2 
4 
Pa -+ E, yz D, 
+ 
8-E Y-n 
(3.8) 
PROPOSITIOS 3.9. vnvn = an : D--f D, vnvn = arm : D, -+ D,{ (Here <” is 
the nth interate of the endomorphism 5). 
Proof. From definition it follows immediately that 
Pn-1% = an-lPn-1 and u?i% = “n+1% . 
It then follows by induction on n that olnqn = T,N, ~~~a, = ~1111 . Then 
Vn?ln = vn-l%-I%-1 = %-1%-l and a further induction establishes the first 
assertion. To establish the second we observe that 7nvn~n = rlnan =: ~~~~~~~ , 
and that qn is epic. 
We next set up the spectral sequence. Recall that if A E ‘u and 8 : A -+ A 
is an endomorphism with a2 = 0, then the homology object H(A, a) is obtained 
as follows. Let ii [ 5 so that 5 embeds the cycles in A. Since a2 = 0, <L = 8 
for some unique L. Let K : 2(,4) + H(A, a) be the cokernel of lI. Then 
N(A, a) is the homology object of A. Now 8 = fly : E + Z satisfies a2 = 0. 
We prove 
I’rooJ iYe revert to (2.1X), with the special assumption that it is obtained 
as above from the exact couple Ix I y I [S, I or (i.e., C -= D, C, --= 11, , ,I I*1 ) 
CT L E,). Since p [ p, it follows from Proposition 2.8(i) that /3r [ p’. AIorcover, 
,Br = p’p’y; so we seek the cokernel of /Yy. IKOW (r ] y so that, by Proposition 
2.8(i), CT’ ] ,/Yr, and so the theorem is proved. 
Remark. To prove ‘Theorem 3.10 it is plainly sufficient to ha\-e .I y, 
,!i? I a and p y ,/3 0, y@y =: 0. If we have! # 0, then we may iterate just 
as in the case of an exact couple (see [/5]). 
Using ‘Theorem 3.10 wc obtain the spectral sequence (& , &) where 
i;,, = /$yri and 
N(J% , ?‘,,) y,., (3.11) 
LVe remark that the operation H of Section 2 is now seen as a sort of 
generalized homology operation; indeed 
In fact we will need in the nest section a rather obvious generalization of 
the objects and morphisms of diagram (3.8); namely, we will want to consider, 
for each pair (m, n), the diagram 
(3.13) 
where (p ,,,, )( , y,,J z=: fp(P, Y); thus En = 4,n . 
NOW let %,,,,, , PA = (ok.,, a p,,‘). It is evident from (2.25) that 
Yw,71 Yhi,7i / 1 ; 
w set ptL’ =- p ,,,, + i : E,,,,,, L1 -+- E,,,,,, . ‘rhus I(Y,,,,,, , p,J = (Y~~~,~, 1 , P,,,.,). 
Similarly, ~7(P,,,,.,, a n,) = @LL~ , ~1,L,7t)j where ~~~~~~~ : JL., -+ E,,,,L~ . 
llIoreover relation (2.22) asserts that the diagram 
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THEOREM 3.15. The square (3.14) is a &T-square. 
I’mof. By duality it is evidently sufficient to prove that (3.14) is anl-square. 
Consider the diagram 
E 
u,,,ni-1 ywz i1,n+1 
nr,n+1 -+ Em rl,7i +I - IAl +1 
i i c P,,,,, Pm + L, n -1 Pn 
E ,n , ,l -+-f Ewl,~i - D,, ,Jin,n Y7fl+1,n 
Evidently, y lTttl,nurJl,n = ynl,n and Y,,,~~,,~+~~~~,~+~ = ~ ~~~~~~~ Thus the right- 
hand square and the ‘double’ square are I-squares. It thus follows from 
Proposition 2.lO(ii), since pn is manic, that (3.14) is an I-square. 
COROLLARY 3.16. The morphisms pm,n , o,~~, depend only on the spectral 
sequence (3.11). 
Proof. We first argue that it is sufficient to prove the assertion when 
m < 71 since it then follows for the remaining values of (m, z) by duality. We 
say that P?,~,~(u,,J is good if it depends only the spectral sequence. 
Our inductive hypothesis will he that P,,~,~ is good if m -- n = k and o,,~ 
is good if nz --. n = k - 1. The hypothesis is true if k = 0, since pn.n 
embeds the &-cycles in E,, and ~++r,~~ projects the &,-cycles onto 
H(E,_l) = En . Assuming the inductive hypothesis and using the fact that 
(3.14) is a U-square, we infer that P,,! ,l.n and o,,,, are good if ?vz -- it = k. 
This establishes the inductive step and hence the corollary. 
In the spectral sequence (E,, , a,,) arising from the exact couple (3.1) we 
have, of course 6, = /&vn . It is important to interpret Z,, in terms of the 
original couple, utilizing (2.31) and (2.33). We first state the theorem (in a 
somewhat imprecise form). 
THEOREM 3.17. The diffeerential a,, is induced by ,&rny. 
To make this formulation precise WC have to pass from the category ‘u to the 
category % of additive relations (or homomorphic relations) in 91 (see 
[I 0, f 1, /4]). Then we have the diagram 
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where (y’, v’) = Z(r, v,), (/3, , 7’) =-: F(i;‘, 7,)). Setting t9;, == 71’~‘. so that 
IY~ is a morphism of !& then the theorem asserts that 
~,zP~ “Y F i%nYn~,, in Q. (3.18) 
To prove (3.18) we invoke the equalities 
0) 
“;ly = +I; 
(ii) v’-lp = p’; (3.19) 
(iii) rjnaen = r;l. 
Here (i) follows immediately from Proposition 2.8 (notice that the 
equalities (3.19) in ‘$I involve equalities of domains of the morphisms in 
question); (ii) follows from the fact that v’ is manic; and (iii) follows from 
Proposition 3.9 and the fact that V, is manic, yrz epic. Thus 
~,~“-“Y :: 7’“‘--1pol- “y = 7,‘/3’py =- pTiqnuI- “y _ /Q;‘y r: pJ/v’- 1 
= lgnYn17’V’-~1 P,,m~n 7 
and the theorem is proved. 
Passing to the category of abelian groups, (2.3 I ) gives us the identification 
B, = y-wL):‘p* “(0) (3.20) 
and then (2.33) yields the exact sequence 
0 + nwyo) + aLI 8, En _II; CPD n d(0) - 0. (3.21) 
The interpretation of Theorem 3.17 in this category is now clear. An 
element of ET, is a coset containing an element .X E E such that ye = any, for 
some y E D; and & maPs this coset to the cosct containing /3y. The additive 
relation 8, associates with the element x in 3’ -WD the coset modulo /3~“(0) 
containing .2’. 
4. PASSAGE TO THE hlIT 
We assume henceforth that the category % admits countable direct sums 
andpuoducts. Then (see [4, Y]), g iven a countable family of monomorphisms 
v, : D, - D, n = 1, 2, . ..) we may form the intersection (I, h,) as follows. 
Let V, [] vn and let 
c={F,}:D-ncoker~,. 
n 
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Set V [ Y, v : I - L). Since C,v = 0, each n, we have v = v,h, for some unique 
X, : 1+--t D, . Actually we will place more emphasis on the morphism v than 
on the morphisms h, . By abuse we may say that (1, v) is the intersection of 
the family v, . 
Dually, given a countable family of epimorphisms q?2 : D -++ D, , 
n = 1,2, . . . . we may form the union (U, n,) and 7 = ~~7, : D ---f-f U, each n. 
Reverting then to (2.17) we may construct the diagram 
(4.1) 
from the exact couple (3.1), (pm , rJ;) = H,“(/3, y). 
Our main object in this section is to prove that E, depends only on the 
spectral sequence (En, a,,) and to describe the explicit manner of dependence. 
In fact, we revert to the U-square (3.14) and argue as follows. First, 
let "m,n - Pm,0 ... P?n.71-1 . K,,,, - E,,I,o and let (E,,,, A,,,,) be the 
intersection of the family v,,,~ , with v~~,~: x v,,,&, : E,,, --f Em,,. Then 
it is clear that the family of morphisms cm,n (m fixed, n variable) induces a 
morphism a,,, : E,,, - Em! i,r such that 
x n+1,n~m,x = a?n,n h m.* . (4.2) 
We show that um,m is epic. Then, setting qm,m = u,,-~,~ . . . 00.~ : Ea,= -++&.m 
we finally prove 
(Em , ~,,J is th e union of the family 7m,m . (4.3) 
This, of course, establishes the dependence of E, on the spectral sequence, 
since it depends only on the squares (3.14). 
The following somewhat loose notation is helpful and suggestive. Let us 
write 
I = & D, , U = lim D,, ----f 
for the intersection- and union-objects introduced at the beginning of this 
section if it is unnessary to specify the morphisms. Then (4.3) asserts that 
E, = lim lim &, . 
m- fn 
(4.4) 
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Naturally the dual result also holds, 
and, in fact, the assertion 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
holds for any family of (/l-squares. Of course it does not hold for any family 
of squares. However the fact that we are here dealing with UI-squares enables 
us to derive (4.4)-(4.6) and avoid invoking a Grothendieck axiom on the 
category ‘U. 
We now proceed to establish the facts quoted above. Given the family 
of monomorphisms vn : II,, +-> II, and a morphism a, : G---f D, let (v, , <,) == 
I(p, v,) and let (J, Q-J, or (J, i), be th e intersection of the family <, . Then 
the morphisms pn plainiy induce a morphisms IJI~, : / - 1 such that 
PROPOSITIOX 4.7. (cpm , () = Z(p, v). 
Proof. We construct [just as we constructed v; that is, we have the diagram 
where 5 [ 5, C [ V, and c&, : coker c, + cokcr V, is induced by y and pn 
Let us write I$ for nn & . By Proposition 2.14, +n is manic, so I,G is manic. 
By Proposition 2.8 we have to show that i;v [ < or +< [ <. But this follows 
immediately from Proposition 2.1. 
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COROILARY 4.8. If p is epic, rp, is epic and 
is a UI-square. 
I+oof. Propositions 2.11 and 2.15. 
Reverting to the exact couple, let the family of morphisms u,,, induce 
~m,m . E,,,, + E,,,1,% as above, and similarly let the family /3,,,,n : D,, --f E,,,, 
induce iLrn : D,, - E,,,, , and the family ym,n : E,,,, --f D, induce 
Ym,r . Em,, ---f I. We then conclude 
PROPOSITION 4.9. (i) CT~,~ is epic and 
(ii) I’ 
~Tfl,~ 
‘,n.m - I 
“Ia, zy 
I ym,n 
1” 
E vr.0 -* II 
is an I-square. 
Sow we may invoke the relations CT,,~,,,,,B~,~,~ = j3 m+l,n~m~ Ym,n = Ym+1,n~m,n 
and pass to the limit, obtaining 
PROPOSITION 4.11. 
is a U-square. 
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Proof. Consider the diagram 
Since Y~,&&~ = firn,v , we have v,,J,,,~ = &a . Thus we may apply 
Proposition 2.16, since (/3m+I,o , u,,J -= U(/3,,, , c,) and the right-hand 
square is an I-square by Proposition 4.9. 
Finally, we consider the diagram 
Let (L,, , mtn.m ) be the union of the family 7m,m : E,,,= - Em,aj with 
?m.a . ~ Et,,, - fs’,., . Then, by Proposition 4.7d, 
is a U-square, where pm,, is induced by /3& . If Y-,~ : E,,, -+ I is induced 
by ~7n.E 7 it follows that 
E,*W = H:(E) = E, . (4.12) 
Since E, m , plainly depends only the spectral sequence we have proved 
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THEOREM 4.13. If E, = H;(E) [see (4.1)], then E, depends only on the 
spectral sequence, and we may write 
E, = lim lim Em,, = lim lim En,,, . 
m-- n +r---, ?n 
The second equality follows, of course, by duality; there is no difficulty in 
furnishing a direct proof of the validity of changing the order of the limit 
operations based on U-squares (3.14). 
It now follows from Corollary 2.29, applied to (4.1) that there is an exact 
sequence 
O- coker up A- ED y* ker ov -----f 0, (4.14) 
where & = ‘*p, , y* = ey,. However, we may improve (4.14), as follows. 
The morphisms 01,~ : D, + D, , n = 0, 1, . . . . plainly induce endomorphisms 
a!’ : CT--+ u, an : I + I, (4.15) 
and we have 
'I'IIEOREM 4.16. There is an exact sequence 
0 + coker 01’ 5 I<, 2, ker r” --+ 0, 
which coincides with (4.14). 
l+oof. We have KL“ = cw = pov, so 
ker uv = ker pav, since p is manic, 
= ker W” 
= ker a”, since v is manic. 
Dually, coker vp = coker a’ and the theorem is proved. We remark that 
Theorem 4.16 may be regarded as being obtained from (3.7) by passing to 
the limit. 
We may apply Corollary 3.15 and Theorem 4.13 to obtain the following 
important result. 
THEOREM 4.17. Let V = (D, E’; 01, /3, y), f = (D, I?; a, j?, 7) be two exact 
couples and let 9 : V + v be a morphism of exact couples. Then q induces 
If cp,,(= %,.n,) is an isomorphism, then so is ~~~~ for all n,, < m, n < co. 
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I’rooJ: Plainly ‘p induces p,,,,, , 0 -i m, II CC co. However since I:‘,,,, r and 
Er.,, arc simply obtained by passing to (direct or inverse) limits, the 
morphisms F~)~,,,  m, n s: 05, themselves induct F ,,,, ~, , v-, ,,, , and 95, 
Xow suppose that vn, is an isomorphism. It is then certainly an isomorphism 
of differential objects, so that the induced homology morphism is again an 
isomorphism. However, the induced homology morphism is just ‘/),,O~h 
Proceeding in this way \ve readily conclude that q’,, is an isomorphism for 
n,.<n- 3L. 
JI-e next show that qni,n is an isomorphism, r10 < ~1, IE -: ZU. ‘The argument 
is similar to that of Corollary 3.15. 1I.c first invoke the duality principle to 
justify concentration on the case wz > 72. Our inductive hypothesis is that the 
assertion is proved for all WZ, 12 TL,, with 0 ._ Liz ~~~ n i: k. The hypothesis 
is \-e&cd for k = 1, by the previous paragraph. Then we suppose 
m ~ n -=- Jz -- 1, k ::, 1, and look at (3.13). The first row and column are 
mapped isomorphically by 97 and (3.13) is a C-square. Thus ~~,,~r,,~ is an 
isomorphism and the inductive step is established. 
Finally we invoke Theorem 4.13 to pass to the limit. Plainly the limits may 
be obtained, unaltered, if we restrict attention to m, II I:-‘-- ~z,, This shows that 
9’w.r > ‘I‘1 ~8) ) and ~~ are all isomorphisms (provided BZ, n 4. 
\\‘e close this section by interpreting the limit term in the categor!. of 
abelian groups (see [.?I). ‘Then 1 -== n,, .x”D Mom, by definition, cu,“lI; and 
I: = “;‘uz, <I- ?‘(O) -==, b y cfinition, D:‘:I “(0). Notice that, whereas there is d 
a canonical isomorphism II/N-“(O) G a”U, II 1, 2, . . . . there is no iso- 
morphism between D/Cm(O) and a”“D. 
IXow ,I plainly maps aJD into itself and a-‘“(O) into itself. ‘I’hus n: induces 
,I” : A”/) -+ (~“1) and LY’ : II/UP(O) -+ I),iaY(O). The term I:‘, is, by (2.31), 
Y ‘,r”l) ‘,&I “(0) and Theorem 4.16 asserts the exact sequence 
0 + D/cl -“(Cl) j- cXD ---t E, -+ cl711 f3 Cl-l(O) -* 0. 
U-e remark that, in the category of abelian groups, CL’ is monk. For if .v E I) 
and KY E Y “(0), then ‘Q(U) --z 0 for some n, so that LI? ‘rs L-= 0 and 
x E .L-(~( “(0) C a--“(O). On th c other hand an example in Section 6 will 
shop that a1 z’s not ahays epic. Thus this phenomenon (namely, that Q’ is 
manic!) is not a general property of abelian categories (see [.5]). 
The group R,,,. : is the subgroup of I?,, consisting of those elements which 
are cycles for all 2, , Y ;IZ I?Z. The epimorphism u~,~ : B,,, 35 + E,,I+l,-r 
places each element of En,,,, in its i!,,,-homology class. Thus (4.12) 
identifies I<,( = ~-WD~PB-~(O)) as the direct limit of the epic u~,,,~ , 
an element of I?,,,,, goes to zero in E, if it is a botmdary for some i, , Y .‘p IN. 
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\1Te consider here an arbitrary endomorphism u : D ---f D in an abelian 
category 41 with countable sums and products. Later we will assume 01 to be 
part of an exact couple. 
\1Te first recall from [4] how one may define the direct limit or union of a 
sequence of morphisms 
6,x . --j Y,-, ---t-Y,,---t ..‘) -cc <PC i-K (5.1) 
We form @ X1) with injection i,, : X,, --t 3 -Y,, . Re then consider the 
morphism 
f -= i, -~ i,& I[,,> : 83’ X, ---f tf S,, 
and set [ [ 6. Then < m: ,iy,, : (3 XB + X, , and (X, , i,) is the direct 
limit of the family (t,). It is easy to see that [,[,, = [,-i and that the direct 
limit has the proper universal mapping property. 
Xow an endomorphism n : D + D determines a sequence of morphisms 
(5.1) with Xg = D, [,, = CC. We thus arrive at a limit object D(m) and 
morphisms kD : D--f D(X)) with d,oc = GDP1 . The universal mapping 
property expresses itself as follows. Given an object F and morphisms 
19, : L) +FwithS,a m- I’+i , --GO < p < rj, there exists a unique morphism 
9 : D(m) --+F (5.2) 
with i?&, = 8, . The morphisms 8, may be used to define an associated 
graded object !P(F, B), often abbreviated to Y+(F) or even Y(F). We will 
deal more thoroughly with graded objects in the next section; at this stage 
we just understand by a graded object a family of objects of YI indexed by 
the integers. We consider the diagram 
and let I?~(’ split 9,+, and 8, between (L and I. Of course, 8,,0 is manic. ‘I’hen 
(YF), = coker 6,O. In particular we may take for F the limit object Z)(W) 
and so obtain YD(m), . 
PROPOSITION 5.3. There is a canonical epimorphism 
(W), : C!?D( ~0)~~ --++ (YF), . 
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Proof. Consider the commutative squares 
J4m) -L D(m) O(cc )A F F---&F; 
let the (horizontal) splitting maps be (12,” : kj-, + K= , K~ : K, +L, , 
SD0 : L,+l + L, , respectively. Then 
Kd% AO,fiO n KD-l 9 
since each splits SD-i and 8, between cy and 8. Plainly K~, is epic. Thus we 
have 
and so the induced morphism R, of cokernels is also epic. We set (W), = 2, . 
Now consider a diagram 
(5.4) 
where Qr,7 -= 8, , - co <p c W. 
Then it is clear that !+(E’, 8) = 9 (I’, 9). Moreover 77 induces 
which is easily proved to be epic, and there is a sequence of graded morphisms 
Proposition 5.3 asserts that the second morphism is epic. By a very similar 
argument one proves 
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PKOPOSITIOS 5.6. ~!!D(cc)~ is, up to isomorphism, independent of p. 
Proof. This is quite obvious ‘philosophically,’ since the indexing involved 
in passing from the endomorphlsm 01 to a sequence of morphisms is quite 
arbitrary. To give a more mathematical proof we set F -= D(W), 8, = &,,+, , 
and so obtain a unique morphism (5.2) 8 : D(m) -+ D(a) with 8&,, = d,+I . 
Similarly we obtain a unique morphisms 8 : &CD) ----F II with i%,+1 = d, 
and it is immediate that 88 = 1, 88 = 1. 
We now refer to the proof of I’roposition 5.3. The morphism 8 is an 
isomorphism, so that each K~, is an isomorphism, whence 
But plainly (%F), = YD(co),+, , so the proposition is proved. 
We next apply (5.4) to the case when Q is the union li of the qn : D ---f+ D, 
as defined in the previous section. We first prove 
hOPOSITIO1\J 5.7. The morphism &,, : D + D(m) factors through 
rl : D ++ C’. 
Proof. We consider, for each n, the morphism Liutnvn : D, + D(W). 
Then 
n n 
%tnV9h ~ %in 01” = B, (since+ = Gnel , all p). 
Thus the family of morphisms cC~+~V, determines a morphism +jP : U + D(a) 
such that +jl)q = &, . Moreover we note that 
+jpt’7) = 7jp7p y= &,a = i,,-, = 7jD,-.pl, 
so that 
ljpoL’ = +j,,- ] (5.8) 
THEOREM 5.9. If I- is the union of the morphisms rln : D ++ D, [see (4.1)] 
then 
U(c0) = D(co), YC(m) == YD(m). 
Proof. We already have, from (5.4), a diagram 
^, 
D u+ D s I)(w) 
I I 
;“? 
$7 
+ 1 
ll(“) 
u ___f (Jr - U(c0). 
OL’ n*,?l 
Then (5.8) establishes a family of morphisms ijn : CT+ D(w) with&a == 7jpPl, 
and hence a morphism < : U(co) - D(m) with &G,,’ = +jD Then 
each p, so that 
Thus T(W) is an isomorphism, by which we may identify C‘(W) with D(a), 
and hence YU(co) with 31!)(m). \L :e may henceforth write &$,’ for +, [and 1 
forrl(~U 
THEOREM 5.10. The morphism 2,’ dztces an epirnorphism 
tip’ : coker (3~’ -~+-f YD(w), . 
Moveozer, 
I ‘YlliI (%?),,a,,‘, (5.1 I) 
where (‘AY), is the isomorphism YD(Go)~ g YD(co),, I I of the proof of 
Proposition 5.6. 
Proof. It is only necessary to remark that WC may obtain YD(KI)~ by 
splitting d,+, and B, between a’ and I, 
and then passing to cokernels. ‘l‘he induced map of cokernels is then the 
epimorphism an’. The relation (5.11) ‘. 1 IS ,roved by using the same device as in 
the proof of Proposition 5.6, observing that S,,’ :: &~~~l , all p. 
The dual case is treated in exactly the same way. W;e write D-a) for the 
inverse limit or intersection associated with the endomorphism 01. Given an 
object F and morphisms 19, : F --f I) with WY,, -= 8,, 1 , +X c: p c YI, there 
exists a unique morphism 
A :F l I)( -33) (5.% 
with &,,79 = 8, , where {&, : D( X) -t n} is the inverse limit (so that 
I aa*, ~~~ A,, , ,). The associated grndetect object F(F, 9) is then obtained by 
splitting S,, and 9,,+ I between I and (Y, 
and then taking the kernel. In particular we obtain i9/1( -CD) and a mono- 
morphism 
for each p. 
(%Y), : (i!7F)l, -f+ D(-co), , (=)d 
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We may now enrich the exact sequence of Theorem 4.16 by adjoining 
sly m) li , YD(-m), as follows 
YD( -co), 
c ,r 
1 % c 
o- coker 0~’ 2+ 11’ 2X )* kcr OI” ---to (5.13) 
DEFINITION 5.14. We say that tke endomorph&n a: is right-(left) adjusted 
if a,‘(ct,“) is an isomorphism. (If follows from (5.11) that the criterion is 
independent ?f p.) 
PKOPOSITION 5.15. In the category of ahelian gyoups (or, of cowse, of 
A-modules fov any witary ring A), eaery endomorphism is right-adjusted. 
hoof. If I? : D + D is an cndomorphism of abelian groups we may form 
D(W) as follovvs. We take the set of pairs (x, p), x E D, p E Z, and we define 
an equivalence relation on this set by declaring (x, p) N (y, q) if there exists 
Y > p, q such that C?-YX :-= ~?“y. Then 8, : D---f D(m) is given by 
C;,,(X) = {s, p>, where {,v, p} is the equivalence class of (x, p), and addition 
is defined in @co) by {x, p> + {y, q) = (a’ “.t’ mim ol”m~y, r] for r > p, 4. 
Then plainly G,(X) = 0 if and only if O?‘X = 0 for some HZ, that is, if and only 
if s c- ti “(O), so that &,,I : C: - U(W) is a monomorphism. (Observe that this 
implies, in view of (5.12), that :Y’ is manic, a fact already observed in the 
previous section.) 
Sow it is plain from (5.12) that if, in any abelian category, the morphisms 
? CL,,’ are manic, then zl,’ is an isomorphism, so the proposition is proved. 
Since WC have already renlarked (though we defer the example to the next 
section) that, in the category of abelian groups, not every IU” is epic, it: follows 
from (5.12),1 that not every endomorphism a is such that GD” : D(+o) - I 
is epic. Our esamplc will, in fact, show the stronger fact that not every 
cndomorphism oi is left-adjusted. 
6. ‘THE GKADED CASE 
The spectral sequences which arise in topology and algebra involve graded 
objects; we have preferred to defer the introduction of the grading until now 
and to develop the basic theory of exact couples and spectral sequences 
without reference to grading, for reasons which have been discussed in the 
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first section. However at this stage we will introduce grading and obtain some 
results special to the graded situation. 
Perhaps the maximum generality would be achieved by regarding ;I 
Z-graded object of the abelian category 91 to bc a family I of objects .-I, of 
I1 indexed bv the elements 4 of the set L”. ‘I’heii if .-I and H arc two Z-gr:\dA 
objects a morphism from ‘-1 to B is an automorphism pi of L toghether with a 
family cpC of morphisms -4, t BT,<,, CT C- L’. IIonc~er, \ve will leave to the 
reader the formulations appropriate to thi:q ICYcl of generality and will 
ourselves lx content to discuss the h(‘~rurfrd uw. 111 this 11.~’ :illdcrst-and the 
case in which 2’ Z >: Z and in which the- onlv a~itolrlc,l-phisIns 4’L’whicll 
occur are translations. ‘I’hus an object of our bigracled categori is a coilection 
-3 of objects A {‘.‘I of ‘11, p E Z, (/ tI Z, and a tnorphism p’ from .A to B is an 
element (5, t) of Z X Z, together ivith a collection @‘.” of morphisms 
A”~Q ~- l H”“v’l! 1 of YI. 1Vc say that p’ has dcgrcc (s, f). It is plain that the 
bigraded category is again an abelian category. Hobvcver it is useful to 
introduce a convention in splitting morphisms; thus, if C/J : =1 + B is a 
morphism in the bigraded category r ~Xzvz of degree (s, t). then lve may split . 
each y”s” as 
that is, as the composition of an cpimorphism of degree (0, 0), an isotnorphism 
of degree (s, t), and a monomorphism of dcgrce (0, 0). Similarly wc may 
adopt the convention that all kernels and cokernels are morphisms of degree 
(0,O). In view of (6.1) it may lx convenient to replacc the splitting of n : I1 ~-•f 11 
which has previously hecn adopted by the splitting 
1) -li++ I>, +‘G+ I), A Ij, (6.2) 
where p, D have degree (0,O) and degree w =- degree iu. A similar remark 
applies to the splitting of a,/ Wc might write D,’ , D,” for the domain, range 
of w in (6.2). 
T\:e first enunciate a standard but obvious propostion, together Kith its 
corollary. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. In a bilraded exact coup/e 
deg a,, = deg ,B $~ deg p - n deg 01. 
This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.17. Now set deg, v to be 
the ith component of deg 9, i ::~ 1, 2. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Suppose ,!?“s” = 0 except in a finite range of values of p. 
Then, provided deg, (Y + 0, 
&, = 0, 
for n su@iently large. 
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hoof. Suppose E”,Q = 0 except for P, < p < P, and let I’ = P, ~~- P, , 
Then plainly a,i = 0 provided 1 deg, p i- deg, p - n deg, 01 / :b P. This 
will hold if 
n I deg, QI I > I deg, P + deg, p I + P. 16.5) 
The reader should have no difficulty in recasting the conclusion of the 
corollary in the form 
l?,, = En,, -= .‘. = E, , (6.6) 
provided n sufficiently large. 
We are naturally interested in generalizations of the relation (*), but we will 
postpone discussion of this. We now make a further assumption which wiil 
be verified in our examples and simplifies the discussion. 
.~ssunrPTIos. In all bigraded exact couples under discussion, 
dega: == (1, 0). 
TjJllls ,u :z {&” 
1, 
oIl’,v : D”,‘l -+ Di” 1.12 IVe may sometimes forget the y 
and suppress it from the notation for convenience. (Thus we think of D as 
graded, not bigraded.) We write tit”) rather than NT’ is to avoid confusion 
with the pth iterate of a; that is, WC write a(~‘) : ,!I”-+ LFl, or even 
iy : 1)” - Dp 1 l. We mav form the direct limit of the family {II”, &‘)]. This is 
an object LY of ‘21, together with morphisms ~7’ : lY- D”, such that 
nP lyW = nTTI) and the universal mapping property is satisfied. Our object 
here is to relate D” with the object D(W) of the previous section, which is 
now a graded object since /I is itself graded, D = (D’}. Plainly D(co)n s D” 
for each p. However there is a choice to be made in determining the grading 
in II( since a: is not of degree 0. We assign the grading in D(m) by 
requiring that G,, have degree 0, so that &,, has degree --p for each p. Moreover 
~,$::’ -= & 1 D”’ : I)“’ - LF for all p, p’. 
Now the diagram 
gives rise, just as in the previous section, to an object (~Dm)n+r , and hence 
to a graded object YD”. The object YD( co IS now a bigraded object such ) . 
that, with the conventions so far announced, 
YD(m),, = YD” (6.7) 
as graded objects. In fact, all YJ+), are (as we know) isomorphic, but the 
isomorl~hisms may not preserve dcgrec. 
If F = (Fs} is a graded object wc may suppress the y and consider a family 
of morphisms A” : P’+l; such that CPA 8” i; the morphisms 9” then 
induce a unique morphism B : /)’ -h lJ with W’ = 19”. AIoreover, wc obtain, 
just as in the preceding section, a graded object !gF and an epimorphism 
In the usual parlance, YF is just the graded object associated with F, filtered 
by the images WL)r’. In particular, igl)” is the graded object associated with 
P, filtered by the images +‘J) “. \\:e may relate (6.8) to Proposition 5.3 even _
more closely by the following device. Let 17 be the p-graded object defined 
by IT+ : F, all p, and let 8,> : U - 1;” be the morphism of degree --p given 
by 8, / D1’ = 91’. Then we have the commutative diagram 
We may thus form the epimorphism (!08),,: YU(oo),, - (VP), and it is 
easy to verify that (YZT),, = YF, (i&), = 99. 
The general remarks relating the limit l- to U(m) (and hence, here, relating 
li to P) and the dual properties all go through quite simply and we need 
not go into details. Hovvevcr we do take up the question of the adjustment 
of a: (Definition 5.14). We first introduce a definition. 
DEFINITION 6.9. Let u : U - 11 be a bigraded endomorphism of degree 
(I, 0). Then CI is positively (negatively) stationary if, given any y, there exists 
P = P(y) such that ci : LP,‘l= D”“,“, p ‘2 P(p < P). a: is stationary if it is 
positively and negatively stationary. 01 is ultimately (positively, negatively) 
stationary if oil, is (positively, negatively) stationary for some IZ. 
WC remark that, very strictly speaking, there are two morphisms 
“9, . ‘.D ),! - II,‘, O(T,n : u,,N --) II,,“, since we are adopting the splitting (6.1, 2). 
However, the definition of ultimate stationarity is evidently independent of 
which of these two morphisms we consider. We also remark that it is plain 
that if Al, is (positively, negatively) stationary, so is c+,~ for all NZ 3 U. 
THEOREM 6.10. If a: is ultimately positively (negatively) stationary, then a 
is Tight-(left) adjusted. 
Proof. Since we may evidently replace D by I&, , 01 by 01,~ in calculating 
C,’ or I)“, it is sufficient to suppose that a: is positively stationary. 
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As remarked in the proof of Proposition 5.15, it is certainly sufficient to 
prove that the morphism 7~‘p : U” --f II” induced by TX’ : D’+ I.)” is a 
monomorphism. Fix q and consider the family Dq, 011’~~~ : D”y” + D”+Q’. 
Since a: is positively stationary it is clear that (D”)q = II’,” for a fixed P, 
and ~I’-‘I : DJ’.Q + D’,o is just 01 ?I, the nth itcrate of 01, n = 1’ --p. hloreover, 
the epimorphisms DE’” 2’ LIzr;l, zi UE$ --f+ *.. are all isomorphisms for 
n-l’- p, and hence Df,” = (,71’!“, and 17’)‘” = 7:“. However, ~~12 == v7wln 
so that the induced map CT”,‘1 --f (11”)” is certainly a monomorphism 
(equivalent to v~). Since r’J’*‘* is manic for each ‘I, 71”) is manic so OL is right- 
adjusted. The remaining statement of the theorem is just the dual. 
Example 6.11. IVe now give an example of a graded cndomorphism 
z : D - D of graded abelian groups which is not left-adjusted and which is 
such that the induced map 2” : I - 1 is not epic. For consistency we take 01 
to have degree +I and define the graded object ZI by 
D” = 0, P>O 
Do = Z = (ao) 
D-1’ = @ countably many copies of Z = (a, , aPil , . ..). p :, 0. 
Then 01 is defined by 
cf--l)(a,) = a, , T = 1, 2, . . . 
&fl)(a,) = a,. , r=p,p+ I,..., p > 1. 
We may represent the example by the diagram 
DO . t-------l 
Do ;:;\ 1 1 . . . . . . . 
t t t 
D--2 . . . 
It is plain that I0 = Do, ID = 0, p :+- 0. Thus U” is zero in all dimensions 
and ker 0~” = I. On the other hand iI- ,Y 0, since, if (x,,: E D-“, then 
Y, E I”, so that ‘I‘,, .=: 0, p T 0 and hence s(, : 0, since s, = 0~s~ I . Thus 
9Dp” =: 0 so that 9D-” + kcr IU”. Of course z” : Iv + 1~’ l is not epic for 
p=- I. 
We turn now to the promised generalization of (6.6). Given a bigraded 
exact couple (3.1) we will say that the associated spectral sequence concerges 
finitely if, given (p, q) there exists 11 such that 
fd’,v = E”,n =. .,. = JdT”,q. 
‘11 n+1 m (6.12) 
Of course the final equality in (6.12) ‘. 1s ‘1 consequence of its predecessors. 
We have already seen (Theorem 6.10) that if 01 is ultimately stationary, then 
it is adjusted. We now prove 
THEOREM 6.13. If deg a: = (1, 0) an LY is ultimately stationary, then the d 
spectral sequence converges finitel3/. 
Proof. Since the later terms of the spectral sequence only are in question 
we may assume that a: is stationary. Consider the exact sequence 
where deg p == (b, , h,), deg y = (ct , ca). W’e knolv that J: : D’,” ~5 DJ’ 1,” 
except perhaps if PO(q) <:p < PI(q). Thus, from (6.14), we infer that, for 
each q 
[{I’, 0 0 
except perhaps if P”(q) XL p < P’(q), whcrc, in fact, 
f”(q) = max(P,(q -4 c.J ~ cr , P,(q - b,) $- b, I), 
P”(q) = min(Z’,(q + ca) -~~ cl , P,(q -~ b2) +- 6, + 1). 
Notice that we have ‘localized’ the conditions of Corollary 6.4, and have 
now proceeded to localize the conclusion (6.6). 
Now consider the differential L& ; its degree is (6, + c1 ~-- n, ha + ca), so that 
8%’ 6,” 
EI~-b,--c,+n,n-bz-‘2 _f &,,o 4 E’D+b,-tc,-n,g+b,+c,, 
n n n 
Thus ker an” = EE,” provided p f b, --I- cr - n < P”(q + b, -+- c.J, i.e., 
n > p + b, + cr - P”(q + 6, f CJ = AVI(p, q) and im a,’ = 0 provided 
p - 6, - cl + n 3 P’(q - b., -- cJ, i.e., u 
n > P’(q - b, - CJ + 6, + Cl ~ p = N,(p, q). 
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It follows that if n 9 N(p, q) = m=(N,(p, q), N,(P, q)), then 
and the theorem is proved. 
Remark. ivlr, observe, first, that the proof allows us to compute N(p, q) 
in terms of P,(q) and Z’,(q); and, second, that we would retain the conclusion 
for any nonzero p-degree for L)L. 
The following elementary theorem on bigraded exact couples is important 
in many applications. \Ve make no attempt to achieve full generality in 
stating the hypotheses of the theorem. 
DEFIKITIOS 6.15. We say that D is positively (negatively) graded if, given 
any q, there exists I’ = P(q) such that LP’,g = 0, p < P (p L;c P), lI is 
ultimately positively (negatively) graded if some .?I,, is positively (negatively) 
graded. Plainly if D is (ultimately) positively (negatively) graded then oc is 
(ultimately) negatively (positively) stationary; plainly, too, D,, , m :2 n, is 
positively (negatively) graded if D, is. We point out 
THEOREM 6.16. (i) If D is ultimately negatively graded then U := 0 and 
E” s ker 0~“. 
(ii) If D is ultimately positively graded then I = Cl and 
E” = ker 0~‘. 
(i) For we know that U~,Q = DIL ‘,* for n sufficiently large, if 01 is ultimately 
positively stationary; but 0:~” = 0 for 7z sufficiently large if D is ultimately 
negatively graded. Thus U = 0 and so Em E ker OC” by Theorem 4.16.-(ii) 
follows by duality. 
We conclude this section with a remark linking up (6.8) with Theorem 4.17. 
We have the epimorphisms 
-3’ %9 
coker 01’ - 3D” --++ /$YF (6.17) 
of brigaded objects. Moreover 3F is, in traditional language and notation, 
the graded object associated with the filtration 
. ..(-~P-~Dc-‘(-~PDPC . ..f-F (6.18) 
of F. With respect to such a filtration we have the evident notion of a positive 
filtration1 (8ri11LJ -= 0 for p < some fixed PO) and a complete filtration [(F is 
the union, or limit, of the inclusions (6. I8)]. 
Let us say that the couple r (11, i:‘; A, 8, y) is strongly linked to P (by 
(~9~‘)) if (i) ker an = 0 and (ii) (%F)q, ’ is an isomorphism. In particular C is 
strongly linked to LF by (al’) if ker CZ” =- 0 and 31,)’ is an isomorphism. From 
Theorem 4. I6 we infer immediately 
~HoPoSITIoN 6.19. If V is strongly linked to F by (SD) then 
E, 2 !gb 
as bigraded objects, by the isomorphism 9, = (%Y)o~,‘y, . 
Now let y : (C, 8”) -(e, 7%‘) b c a morphism of exact couples which 
commutes with families 81’ : D”-+F’, 81~ : L>“--*Jy.Prccisely we have a morphism 
g, : V --f v of degree 0 of bigraded exact couples together with a morphism 
v, : F - P of degree 0 of graded objects such that 
1Ve conclude 
‘I’HEOHELI 6.21. Let q~ : (Y’, 81’) -+ (q, $1)) be a morphism as above and let 
C, 6 be strongly linked toF, i? Then ;fv, induces an isomorphism vn, : EY,O y% I?,, u , 
f or some n,, , then 
(J%pF) : VF gy !!?I? 
If further the associated filtrations (6. I 8) oj‘ F and I> are positive and complete, 
then 
cpF: Fe: l? 
Proof. Plainly, since q~ satisfies (6.20), cp induces a morphism Y9;r such that 
(i9y,F)8# =- 7Qpx . 
But 8, ,8, are isomorphisms (Proposition 6.19) and vu is an isomorphism 
(Theorem 4.17) so that ~~~~ is an isomorphism. 
The remaining assertion of the theorem is just an evident application of 
the Slcmma to morphisms of positively filtered objects in an abelian category. 
In fact, iterated use of the 5-lemma sho\vs that p induces isomorphisms 
i31’rY r &fi1’, each p, and the hypothesis of completeness for the filtrations 
of F and p now implies the conclusion. 
Let us note that any morphism ‘p : Y - T may be regarded as a morphism 
(0, a”) - (r, &Y); moreover, by definition, q,’ is an isomorphism if a: is 
right-adjusted. 
’ P is graded by CJ and we only require positive filtration for each degree Q. In what 
follows me could dispense with positive filtration and ask for completeness in the 
fuller sense of [4]. 
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Thus we conclude 
'THEOREM 6.22, Let ‘c be an exact couple in which (i) ker a” = 0, (iij (Y is 
right-adjusted, and (iii) the filtration ... C Z-P-IDP-1 C +Dp C s.0 C 1~” Is 
positive; and let 0 be a second exact couple satisfying the same properties. 
Then if e, : F’ ---f f is a morphism such that q~,~,, : ET,, E I?,,,,, for some no , then p 
induces 
Ful : D” gg LP. 
It is only necessary to observe that the filtration 
. . . C ,~-lfl" 1C +',!;)A C . . . C D" 
is always complete. 
COROLLARY 6.23. The conclusion of Theorem 6.22 holds if D, 8 are 
(ultimately) positively graded and 01, E are right-adjusted. 
For under these hypotheses ker OI” = 0, ker 6” = 0 (see Theorem 6.16) 
and the filtrations of D”, firn are certainly positive. Of course the condition 
that 01, &? bc right-adjusted is satisfied in two important cases, (a) if ‘ZI is a 
category of modules, (b) if o(, 2 are ultimately positively stationary 
(Theorem 6.10). 
\%‘!e draw the reader’s attention to the duals of 6.21-23. 
7. SPECTRAL S~Qrr~xx 0F A REES S~sTtm 
In this section we discuss a diagram consisting of two exact couples and an 
exact sequence which arises frequently in applications of spectral sequence 
techniques in topology. 
LVc motivate the diagram (7.7) b 1 e ow by considering the following situation. 
Let X be an abclian category and let (G, A, 8) be a triple consisting of 
a differential object G, a differential subobject A and an automorphism 
9 of G such that 8d C il. (The category YI is an arbitrary abelian category 
(with countable sums and products), but we will, for convenience, use the 
familiar notation of the category of abelian groups in discussing triples 
(G, A, $1.) 
Set B = 19~4. There arc then exact sequences of differential objects 
(1) 0 -+ u A A _‘, A;12 + 0, 
(2) 0 -- d/B 2~ G/K 2~ G:‘,4 -----f 0, 
(7.1) 
(3) 0 - A 2% G‘ iA+ Gi’iZ - 0, 
(4) o---t B 2 
jn G -+ G/‘B e> 0. 
If we write 8 for all the isomorphisms C :> G, .A -mz U, GjA s G.‘B, then 
the four exact sequences (7. I) are connected by mappings as follows 
1 
( 1 . i.,, , f J 
4 
(7.2) 
\I’e now apply the homology functor to (7.1, 2); we use the same symbol 
for a chain-morphism and its induced homology morphism and we write 
wi for the connecting homomorphism associated with the sequence (i), 
i - I. . . . . 4. Thus we have 
H(G/B) _____--- L 
i 
H( G,‘A) 
where, in view of (7.2) and the naturality of the connecting homomorphism, 
lug = w:sJ> .iw 3 -w.j, o1 =-- to& (7.4) 
and 
i,i =~ i, , q’ : jBi, , ,jn =: jB , (7.5) 
and 
iBQ. - .: 155~ , J.Blr ?L ? cogI9 == aw, (7.6) 
Relations (7.6) imply that 8 maps the exact sequence 0 isomorphically 
onto the exact sequence 0. We apply 8 to (9 to bring it into identity with @) 
and we now write 
D for H(A), E for H(A/B), D for H(GjA), I: for H(G), 
a for i9, P for j, y for 9-‘wr , 
& for ji9, p for W? , p for 8-r, 
E for w3 , p for iA , 4 for .i, , 
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obtaining 
(7.7) 
where 0, Fj are exact couples, ‘$ is an exact sequence, and 
cx( = &i, tz = p, y = 67. (7.8) 
Moreover there is an automorphism 8 : F g F such that 
We call a diagram (7.7) satisfying the commutativity conditions (7.8) a 
Rees system; if it also satisfies (7.9) it is a special Rees system. Until we take 
up again the question of applications, we will not be interested in the 
underlying set-up [e.g., a triple (G, -1, I’?)] giving rise to a Rees system. 
'I'HEOREM 7.10. I?L a Rees system (7.7) the spectral sequences of the e.vart 
couples 0 and @ coincide. 
Proof. The relations (7.8) state that (6, I) is a morphism, in the category 
of exact couples, from the couple @ to the couple 0. It thus induces a 
morphism of the associated spectral sequences. Rut the induced morphism 
on the E, term is just 1 : E--t E. Thus the induced morphism of the entire 
spectral sequence is the identity. 
Consider next the diagram 
D .?e. F m”!~~ jj 
1'1 +1 
4 
" ? 
D--+F-@ P , Fl = H;O(F). (7.11) 
We assert that p is a factor of $. For p [ t!j and p$ = /3& = 0. Dually q is a 
factor of 9. Thus by Proposition 2.26, 
Fl =F, VI* = 9, PlcIl = #. (7.12) 
Kow the morphism ([, I) : ‘2,) -b: i> induces a morphism ([r , 1) :s, r;, .+, 1‘1, 1 
where s,:! t 1 , ;&1 are the first derived couples of ,‘2 ‘, 1‘. liioreovcr [, : 13, -it I), 
is determined by either of the relations 
El6 : at, ptl = c-/CL (7.13) 
THEOREM 7.14. E, ; #r 1 F, i [,. 
Prooj. We have [ 1 4 ) p 1 [. Thus, by Corollary 2.29, 
G $1 I ri1 4, 
or 
Pll I $1 Y)I 510. 
The theorem now follows from Propositions 2.1, 2.1 d. 
(-‘OROLLARY 7.15. livery Rees system (7.7) induces a derived Rees system 
LVe next prove 
I’ROPOSITION 7.16. $3 = jjy&r, 
(7.17) 
Proof. We have shown that the spectral sequences of the couples @I and @; 
coincide. Thus, as a special case of Corollary 3.16 we infer that p’ : EP -f+ B 
coincides with p’ : E, i-k I< and that o’ : Ep ++ E, coincides with 
ii’ : E, -++ Er . As a consequence we deduce immediately that 
0% 1%) = ff<(Pa 7% 
from which the assertion immediately follows. 
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COROLLIZKY 7.18. If the Rees system (7.7) is special, so is the derived 
system (7.7), . 
Proof. Suppose there exists 6 : F z F such that (7.9) holds. Then, by 
using (7.12), 9cpr~7 = 89, = ~01 = 93rop~ = q1 a u, whence r%~+ = qroc, . Dually, r 
*p = iyl& , 
We now proceed to the limit in a Rees system. We obtain the diagram 
where yz I Pm , rrn i pm , and 
PXL!” = pm 7 Ym = E& . 
Moreover, 
%I f”> (11 *i . 
To prove (7.21), consider the diagram 
(7.19) 
(7.20) 
(7.21) 
- 8 U-4L)-LF 
I 
?$ d c t 1 
%7 U---tF gll 
which defines to, q~o by commutativity. Then ~“7 / [, whence, by 
Proposition 2.2d, pU j 75, or yU / lUij. Thus, by Proposition 2.ld, q,, / tU. 
The other exactness relation follows by duality. 
Finally, it is clear that if the Rees system is special, then 
4i8-%u = ~moPm - (7.22) 
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The proof is similar to that of the analogous assertion for the first derived 
Rees system, and depends on the commutativ-ity of the diagram 
(7.23) 
Now consider the diagram 
1) -----t D 
I I 
we split pa and p between O( and 1 and pass to cokernels, obtaining 
pa : coker a+-+F’; 
moreover it is clear that p,, factors as qO = v’$, where 
+j : coker cy --f+ coker 01’ 
is induced by 7 : II--P CT, and 
p’ : coker 01’ --f F+. 
We may regard 9’ as obtained from the diagram 
(In the category of abelian groups, F 1. would be written ~&OLD.) 
Dually, we consider the diagram 
D”-D (7.24)d 
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we split 4 and &,4 between 1 and G and pass to kernels, obtaining 
&,:P++kerG; 
moreover $J” factors as 41,,, = $I”, where 
‘5 : ker G” +---f kcr G 
is induced by G : f - D and 
4” : F- -f--f ker 5”. 
‘hX)REhl 7.25. F- = F 
Proqf. Consider the diagram 
i 
coker G -- coker a 
where f, $ arc induced by 5 [and th e vertical exact sequences are special 
cases of (3.7)]. Of course the diagram is commutative so that, by a standard 
theorem of homological algebra, 
coker [ g ker i. 
We show that coker [ G F+; then by duality we will have ker $ z F- and 
the theorem will be proved. To show that coker [ s F+ , we first enunciate a 
lemma from homological algebra. 
LEMMA 7.26. Given 
with (Ye epic, pz j /3x , and all columns exact, then yz 1 y1 . 
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Proqf of lemma. If we split K’, K, K” by means of 6, and S, , then it is 
evident that 8, is again epic. Thus there is no real loss of generality in 
supposing IC’, K, K” manic. ‘Then iy?:~ 1 .~ 0, since K” is manic, and y?y, 0 
since ,\’ is epic. \Vc may now regard tile horizontal sequences as chain 
complexes (with nontrivial dimensions 2, I, 0) and the vertical maps as 
determining a short exact sequence of chain complexes. In particular, 
H,(B) --t H,(C) + H,(A) 
is exact. But IfI = 0 since & 1 p1 and H”(-i) ~ 0 since CS? is epic. Thus 
H,(C) = 0 or 73 1 y1 . 
We apply the lemma to the diagram 
I 
t 
c 
+ T 
coker r + coker ,Y -+ F , 
: ‘PO 
where it is not necessary to label the remaining morphisms. The lemma 
assures us that y,, i t, whence 
cokcr [ E IT+, (7.27) 
and the theorem is proved. 
Notice that if wc use Theorem 7.25 to identify F’ and F- (and call them 
both F I), then we have 
dwo ~~ q*o , 
coker &Y ~’ t+ 12’ 
Further \ve may carry out identical arguments, replacing D, E, D by 
c’, E, , land obtain 
'~'FIEOREAI 7.29. If [’ : coker G’ ---t coker N’, t” : ker &” - ker ol”aueinduced 
by 5, then 
cp’ 1 (‘, 4” j cp” 
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Moreover, 
$J”YJ’ = V*P* 3 
coker 01’ &+ F-t 
R, 7 
j. 
I*,, 
B --+t ker &” (7.30) 
v* 
Thus, passing to the limit from (7.7) we obtain 
~~HEOREM 7.31. Every Rees system (7.7) gives rise to a limit diagram 
coker U’ +f coker 01’ z++ P 
I 
+ T’c 
+ 
ker CX” ker N” 
in uhich all TOWS and columns use exact. 
C'(IROLLAHY 7.32. (i) If ker OIO = coker 15’ = 0, then E, g F-I. 
(ii) If ker OI” -= coker 0~’ = 0, then E, = P = 0. 
Corollary 7.32(i) asserts conditions under which the spectral sequence 
converges to something we are really interested in. We will give an application 
in the next section but most of our applications of this result will be found 
in [2]. 
Let us recall the epic 01~’ : coker 01’ ++ !gfI(co), 
and the manic 
I, a ~ : ‘kD(-a), -f- G”. 
These are, of course, defined for any Rees system but we now assume the 
Rces system special. There is then a family of morphisms 
0, = I?-fJT : D - F, (7.33) 
satisfying 0,~: = 0,-r . Dually, there is a family of morphisms 
(7.33)d 
48x/1-6 
satisfying &JP = @,,+1 These morphisms give rise, as in Section 5, to 
morphisms 
0 : D(cx3) -+F, 6 : F- d--m), 
(Y@), : 29.!l(co), -+ (WF),, ) (:“@), : (!?I;),) +--+ Ll( ~~ co),, ) 
yp’ : coker (Y’ Pm+-> (Y F),, , t,h,,” : (FF), +- ker S”, 
with 
9’ *,’ = (Wp,,‘, $,>” :- ar,“(W), 
Howe\-er, the following result greatly simplifies the situation. 
PROPOSITION 7.34. q~‘,, : coker 3’ ---z+ (9 IF), 2s independent of p and 
coincides with v’ : coker 01’ +-f F- 
Proqf. We obtain p,,’ by splitting 9 -“‘-+J~ and ~?m”q~~; between a’ and I 
and then passing to cokernels, 
(7.35) 
IJut (7.35) factors as 
and 1:) P is an automorphism. ‘I’hus 711, ’ is independent ofp. Since I%JJ~, -- #+x’. 
the second assertion follows readily by looking at F(,‘. 
\VC have, for a spcciai Kees system, the factorizations 
y;l (!m),,a”‘, 4” ce”“(~@)” (7.36) 
Notice that, if 01 is right-(left)-adjusted, and (7.7) is an arbitrary Iiees 
system, then (7.36) may be used to define (Y’o), , (Y@), . We conclude 
~~DENI)UM TO COROLLARY 7.32. (i) Ifker 0~” = coker &’ = 0, then 
R, ‘-2 YD(;o),, N F- 
plovided either the Rees system is special or a: is right-adjusted. 
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(ii) If ker 2 = coker 01’ = 0, tken 
E, = W(co), = F-t = Y’D( -co),, = 0. 
We close the section by remarking that if the Rees system (7.7) arises 
from the triple (G, A, 8) as at the beginning of this section, then, in the 
notation of (7.1) 
Ft = i,H(A)/i,H(B). (7.37) 
Thus we infer 
‘I‘IIEOREM 7.38. Let (G, A, 8) be the triple described at the beginning of the 
section. Then, in the notation of (7.1-7.7) th ere is a spectral sequence E, such that 
EO = ff(d/B) 
and, provided CY” is manic and 6’ epic, 
E, = i,M(A),‘i,ff(B). 
8. =SPPLICATIONS 
(i) Filtered chain complexes. We consider an abelian category PL and a 
chain complex Cover ‘11. This is an element C of \a’, together with a morphism 
a : C - C of degree - 1 such that 82 = 0. A filtration on the chain complex C 
is a sequence of inclusions (monomorphisms of degree 0) of chain complexes 
. . . c Cl’-1 c Cb c CP 1 c . . . c c. 
(8.1) 
LVe may obtain a Rees system out of (8.1) as follows. Given any category 
K let d : K -P K’ be the embedding functor given by d(X), = X, X E 6, 
--CO < n < ix). Let us identify 21”’ with (‘u’)’ by the convention that 
F E Plzxz is to be identified with GE (Xz)z if Fm,” = (G,), . In the bigraded 
category ‘llzxz, set G = d(C), .4,L = F, and let 8 : G - G be the ‘sliding’ 
automorphism of degree + 1 (strictly, of bidegree (1, 0), but we are here 
just thinking of ‘21z as a category) given by i?Q = 1 : C + C. We may give G 
the structure of a differential object by setting 3, = a : C - C. Then 
plainly A may be regarded as a differential subobject of G and (8.1) further 
implies that $A C A. We thus have a triple (G, .4, 8) in (21zxz of the type 
considered in section 7 and may thus pass to its associated special Rees 
system. The terms of the Rees system are bigraded. 
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We have 
a : 1) 4 D is of degree (1, 0), 
,/3 : I) -+ Ii is of degree (0, 0), 
y : E + 11 is of degree ( 1, --I), 
ol:D-Disofdegree(l,O), 
p:D + I:’ is of degree (0, -I), 
7: B~*Disofdegrce(~-l,O), 
[: D + /I is of degree (0, ~ I), 
p : II + F’ is of degree 0 in q, 
t/h : E’ ~-f 13 is of degree 0 in q, 
$F : D , D is of degree 0 in p. (8.3) 
Moreover it is plain that F , as defined in the preceding section, is just the 
bigraded object 
(F I)“.‘! _ Im H,,(C”);Im Z/,(C”+ I), (8.4) 
where Im is the image under q, itself induced by the inclusions Cl’C (‘, 
-co x. ‘p< - w (and where we have permitted ourselves to use conventional 
notation). 
IVe may now apply the theory of Section 6. Lye have 
Sloreover, we know that if oi is positively stationary then L;J’.‘~ = Y”II,,(C”) 
for II sufficiently large and 1x is right-nd.justed (‘l’heorem 6.10) so that 
coker a’ % VI)“. A similar remark appiics to Dmz. We do not go into all 
details but enunciate one crucial theorem. 
‘I’HEOREXI 8.7. Suppose that, for euch q, 
(CJ?,, = 0, p small, 
(C”)() = c:,, ( p lqe, 
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where X, denotes the q-dimensional component of the chain complex X. Then the 
spectral sequence {EF4} converges finitelJ1, and 
as given by (8.4). 
Proof. Since (Cr’), = 0, p small, it follows that D is positively graded. 
Since (Cl), = C, , p large, it follows that i?j is negatively graded and is 
positively stationary. Thus N is stationary, so the spectral sequence converges 
finitely by Theorem 6.13. Since D is positively graded, 1 = 0, and since ij is 
negatively graded, i?’ = 0. Thus by Corollary 7.32 (and its Addendum) we 
know that 
E, s YD” g F+. 
Finally we remark that since v : D -F is of degree 0 in 9, it follows that the 
isomorphism E, g F i is an isomorphism of bigraded objects of degree (0,O). 
Kemarks. (a) The hypotheses of the theorem are, of course, satisfied for 
the Serre filtration associated with the singular complexes of a fibration. 
For then CD = 0, p < 0, and C,q =- C, . 
(1~) JVc may, of course, generalize the hypotheses. ‘I’hus, for example, 
it is certainly sufficient to suppose that D is positively graded and B negatively 
gYad:Td. This follows from the easy proposition: 
r’RoPclSITION 8.8. If B is ne<raticely gYaded then 01 is positively, stationary. 
Proof. Consider D~~,‘i~li L D”.q 58’~ L Dn,q. If we fix q, then 
jjw~ I 1 _ jjm _ 0 
for /J sufficiently small (here ‘small’ means ‘large and negative’). Thus 
p : /p,v g Fq for p suflicicntly small. Rut the diagram 
commutes, so that 01’1’~’ is an isomorphism for p sufficiently small. 
Finally, we remark that we could just as well have taken a cochain complex 
instead of a chain complex. Indeed, since cvc have allowed the index Q to run 
from --cg to -+a, there is no formal distinction between them; we simply 
apply the Lefschetz trick of changing the sign of y. 
A more extensive treatment of this example is to be found in [4]. 
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(ii) Bockstein spectral sequence. Let (.’ be a free abelian chain complex 
and let I be an integer. We consider the chain map 1 : C + C which is just 
multiplication by 1. Then we have the exact sequence in homology, 
*** -+ H(C) -+ H(C) - H(1) - /f(C) --f .“. 
Moreover the map 1 is manic and therefore, by excision, 
H(Z) g H(C/ZC) -:-= H(C @ Z,). 
Thus we have the exact couple (see, e.g., [/I) 
\ 4 (8.9) 
H(C @ 2,) 
(we remark that an exact couple would result from any endomorphism of a 
chain complex). 
Here (Y. is again multiplication by 1. \Ve do not here get a Rees system, 
except in the trivial sense that any exact couple can be embedded in a Rees 
system by repeating the couple and setting F m= 0. 
Let us suppose that 1 is prime and write Ii for H(C). Let (If; I) be the 
Z-primary component of H, (H; I’) the complement of (H; I) in 7’, the torsion 
subgroup of I-I, and let 
0 + 7’ + fl of L‘ + 0 
be exact. Then it is easy to see that lA! = N;(fI; I) and that 
coker 01’ g F 0 Z, (8.10) 
On the other hand I -z n l’“lf is more difficult to describe. It certainly 
contains (11; I’) and indeed ciincides with (If; /‘) if II is finitely generated. 
In general it properly contains the largest I-divisible subgroup, D, , of 
H. Plainly o( maps (H; I’) isomorphically onto itself, so we have 
ker oi” :O 
if H is finitely-generated. 
Invoking Theorem 4.16 we have proved 
THEOREM 8.12. Let C be a finitely generated free abelian chain complex. 
Then in the Bockstein spectral sequence for the prime 1, 
where F is the free part of H(C). 
Remarks. (i) The conclusion is evidently valid even if I is not prime. 
(ii) We would plainly have ker cy U f 0 if H were the Priifer group Z,m . 
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Indeed then ker CL” -= Z1 . Thus Theorem 8.12 does not hold if we drop the 
condition of finite generation and set E’ .-= HIT. 
(iii) Of course, the main interest in the Bockstein spectral sequence is 
is not in the limit term, but in the terms En and the differentials P. The latter 
are called the highev Bocksteins, or, more specifically, 8’ is the nth order 
Bockstein. The differential 9 may be represented symbolically by (l/P)8 
(see Theorem 3.17). 
(iv) An easy calculation shows that, if H is finitely generated then 
H(cu), or D(W), is obtained by expressing M as the direct sum of free cyclic 
groups and cyclic groups of prime power order and then carrying out the 
replacements: Z goes to Br , where a, is the group of rationals with denomi- 
nators powers of I; Znk goes to 0, if p 1 1; ZDk goes to Zyli if pr 1. Evidently 
CT + I)(a) is a monomorphism and coker A’ - YD(co) is an isomorphism 
as theory predicted. 
Further applications of Bees systems will be found in [2]. 
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